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To convert to a smaller unit      
        
         

The Metric System 101 Video Notes 
 
 The Metric System is a      system of measurement to measure 
certain characteristics of objects such as        .   
 was the first country to adopt the Metric System, which was done so in 1799.  It is now 
the basic system of measurement in almost every country in the world except for the   
  .  The base units of the Metric System are        
 
Fill in the rest of the chart below: 

 
Length Mass Volume 

1 km = 1000 m 1 kg = 1000 g 1 kL = 1000 L 
   

   

   
   

   
   

 
Prefixes 

 The units of the Metric System are multiplied or divided by units of the power of   

.          are prefixes used to 
determine the powers of 10 for each unit.  They can best be remembered by the 
statement           . 

 

Kilo    

Hecto   

Deka   

        Base G/L/M   

   deci    

centi   

      milli   
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How it is used 
 
 The Metric System converts in     .  The 2 most common ways to convert factors 
of 10 are by using the      and     .  With the ladder 
system it is important to remember that going up the ladder moves your decimal point to the  
 , while going   the ladder moves your decimal point to the   .   
 
Practice – Convert the following metric measurements. 
 

1) 235 cL to          DL         2)   8.26 mg             Kg         3)   .087 dm      Hm 

 
 

Prefixes Value Exponential Fraction 

Kilo    
Hecto    

Deka    

Base – Grams, 
Liters, Meters 

   

deci    
centi    

milli    
 
 
Check for Understanding:  Use your notes and the knowledge you gained in this video to 
answer the following questions. 

 

1.  364 mL to    dL 

2.  8.26 g     Hg 

3.  .023 cm    km 

4.  What is the best base unit for height? 

5.  Which is the best unit for measuring the thickness of a pencil?   cm      m     Km 

6.  Use a meter stick or ruler to find the length of an unsharpened pencil in         

cm    mm    

7.  Which is the best unit to measure your mass? g   mg   kg 

8.  Best unit to measure water in a bathtub?   g     mm     L 

 


